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Identifiers in science – what?
General:
● DOI
● Handle
● UUID
● (URN:NBN)
----------------------
Bibliographic:
● ISBN / ISSN
Domain specific (examples):
BIN – Barcode Index Number
IGSN – International Geo Samples No
LSID – Life Sciences Id
Identifiers– why do we need them?
Scientific names: 
● describing things (properties, aspects), giving context and meaning
● problems: homonymi, chresonyms, misspellings, encodings etc.
● often good findability (by googling), due to extensive use
Identifiers (PIDs):
● universally unique and / or incl. namespace prefix - > homonymi, chresonyms no problem   
● fixed string-length, character set restrictions and pattern recognition for validation -> 
misspellings, abbreviations, concatenations etc. no problem
● short, simple NOID (10079/sqv9sf1) - > transparency lost!
● sometimes poor findability, due to narrow distribution
ISBNs – why are they still around?
Possible explanations:
● well distributed across the internet
● widely used by stake-holders such 
as libraries, publishers and readers
● a ‘meaningful’ structure, 
identifying well-defined object 
types
● a fairly precise validation 
mechanism through fixed string-
lengths, limited character-set and 
check digits.
Sakurambo at English 
Wikipedia
CC BY-SA 3.0
Old ISBN –still going strong?
Findability by googling:
● L'Identité : séminaire 
interdisciplinaire dirigé par Claude 
Lévi-Strauss, 1974-1975 (Paris: 
PUF, 1983)
● Without prefix: (2130381030) the 
precision is between 14/39 and 
22/50
● With prefix (ISBN2130381030) it 
reaches as high as 17/18 (date: 
2017-01-30)

What is FAIR? Explication attempts
FAIR = Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usablemetadata and identifiers:
•1. To be Findableany Data Object should be uniquely and persistently identifiable
•1.1. The same Data Object should be re-findable at any point in time, thus Data Objects
should be persistent, with emphasis on their metadata
•1.2. A Data Object should minimally contain basic machine actionable metadata that
allows it to be distinguished from other Data Objects
•1.3. Identifiers for any concept used in Data Objects should therefore be Unique and 
Persistent
•2. Data is Accessible in that it can be always obtained by machines and humans
•3. Data Objects can be Interoperable only if:
•3.1. (Meta) data is machine-actionable ... Metadata being machinereadable is a conditio
sine qua non for FAIRness.
•3.3 (Meta) data within the Data Object should thus be both syntactically parseable and 
semantically machine-accessible
•4. For Data Objects to be Re-usable additional criteria are:
•4.1 Data Objects should be compliant with principles 1-3
•4.2 (Meta) data should be sufficientlywell-described and rich that it can be automatically (or 
with minimal human effort) linked or integrated, like-with-like, with other data sources
FAIR and validated? 
Validate metadata and identifiers for
● Findability: widest possible distribution
● Accessibility: faulty PIDs / URIs = unresolvable, 
not OA, not linked to other data - sameAs (URI)
and particularly for
● Interoperability: error-free metadataexport
● Re-usability: ”transformability” & trust -> 
distribution and usage
Findable or Accessible = resolvable?
FAIR = F Accessible I R:
•1. To be Findable any Data Object should be uniquely and 
persistently identifiable
•2. Data is Accessible in that it can be always obtained by machines
and humans 
•general awareness of phenomena like 'link rot' and 'reference 
rot'.[11][18][30]
• suggestion to put up digital gravestones over disappeared resources, with 
metadata from their last known whereabouts as epitaphs.[2]
• “Persistent URIs Must be Used to be Persistent".[26] -> signposting.org -
only redirects the question of use from PIDs and DOIs to HTTP header links
Other resolvability obstacles
• Resolvable: decoupling identification and location 
• relationship between e.g. DOIs and URIs/IRIs not always straightforward, 
may be chain of redirects ('303s')-> destination with metadata.[27][28]
• custodian of web resource maintaining correspondence between the 
identifying URI and locating URI in the resolver’s look-up table fails duty
• PID resolves to a destination page behind a paywall:
Resolvability solutions
In several steps this eventually leads us via an API to an XML-file with a 
link to the freely accessible fulltext at 
http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/part/60220.
Other possible solution (sometimes): the identifiers.org SPARQL 
endpoint.[33]
- does not necessarily give oa-URI in return. 
- only works if potential corresponding URIs has property owl:sameAs
just as the submitted subject URI.
Resolvability failure
But, often, we are not so lucky as with the tweets before. This is the 
message we got when trying  another DOI [22]:
● multiple resolution a stage in the evolution of PIDs
● more mature age: supply also data types with PIDs to 
make them more machine actionable (J. Clark)
● multiple PIDs should get to "know about" each other a 
way towards interoperability.[2] (J. Clark)
● achieved now by linked data, sameAs-relationships 
and tools from oadoi.org, n2t.net and identifiers.org
(SPARQL endpoint)
● in line with Semantic Web principle aka the NUNA, 
Non-Unique Naming Assumption: any object may be 
identified by more than one URI, serving in RDF as 
'names' of things
Multiple PIDs, multiple resolution?
Which PIDs are FAIR enough?
● Findable? well distributed? ”googlable”?
● Accessible = Resolvable?
● Interoperable? – machine actionable, and … ->
● Re-usable = ”validatable” - easily validated? 
(e.g. fixed string-length, pattern-recognition, 
restricted character set, built-in checksum, 
typed?)
Are DOIs FAIR enough?
DOIs can look almost like anything. Examples:
Findable:
● 10.1177/030631277700700112 - from 1977
● 10.1007/978-3-319-07443-6_39 – DOI with ISBN+no
● 10.1002/(SICI)1097-4571(199510)46:9<646::AID-ASI2>3.0.CO;2-1
Accessible = resolvable? Not always:
● 10.1002/(SICI)1520-6297(199811/12)14:6<475::AID-AGR5>3.3.CO;2-6
● 10.1007/s00145-001-0001-x
Interoperable and Re-usable -> Validatable? 
● Only partly: no fixed string-length, no recognizable pattern
● character set? neutral to language, not restricted
● Fakes ”valid”: 10.1001/xxxxxxxx999999999999999999999999999999999.
Are Handles FAIR enough?
Handles comes in different flavors. Examples:
Findable? and Accessible = resolvable? Yes, often.
NOIDs
● 2077/36687 – Gothenburg university: 4/5 characters
● 10079/31zcrtn – Yale university: 5/6 characters
“Semantically transparent”:  Resolvable? Not always
● 10079.1/netid/guoxinji – Yale user hdl. 
Interoperable and Re-usable -> Validatable? 
NOID flavor: 
● yes, in principle, but string-length acc. to namespace
● character set? restricted for NOIDs
Are UUIDs FAIR enough?
UUID v5 used e.g. support within the field of 
biodiversity taxonomy Examples:
Findable? Rarely!
Accessible = Resolvable? No (not on its own)
<gni-uuid>5ebb2d93-7b47-5f38-a20b-05cd1d54d971</gni-uuid> -
Caretta caretta – loggerhead sea turtle
Interoperable? 
Re-usable -> Validatable? Yes!
● fixed string length (36 characters incl. hyphens)
● character set restricted
● recognizable pattern: 8-4-4-4-12
What do the URIs / PIDs refer to?
1. <owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/page/Drosophila_melanogaster"/>
2. <owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://zoobank.org/NomenclaturalActs/5B39F0AA-
270D-4AA8-B9A3-C36A3A265910"/> 
3. <owl:sameAs
rdf:resource="http://resolver.globalnames.org/name_resolvers.xml?names=Drosoph
ila+melanogaster&best_match_only=%27true%27"/>
4. All resolvable (at least for the time being), but (1,3)  more meaningful, transparent 
and descriptive, while (2) more easily ”validatable”, involving object type – but NOT 
identifier type (UUID v4) or (LSID urn:lsid:zoobank.org:act:5B39F0AA-270D-4AA8-
B9A3-C36A3A265910)
● Remember the NUNA again – use the URI of your choice, but link it to others!
● What do URIs refer to? ’things’ (concepts), ’names’ or even ’naming acts’
(NomenclaturalActs)? – LSID at present!
Context wanted!
Page, R.(2016) - Towards a biodiversity knowledge graph:
• use of schema.org also in science! (- issue raised SAVE-
SD2016!) 
• JSON-LD for representing ‘biodiversity knowledge graphs ‘. 
• Against namespace prefixing - "unnecessary complexity” 
(why do we need to know that it's a "dc" title?)" e.g. in : 
{ "@context": { "dc:title": 
"http://purl.org/dc/terms/title" }, "dc:title": "Darwin 
Core: An Evolving Community-Developed Biodiversity 
Data Standard" } 
* Answer: 
To retain meaning from context, and key to interpretation for the future, 
self-sustained long-term preservation (dc specification & schemas 
should be kept together with records in archive); for validation of
records also in the present.
A new contextual, integrated, 
validatable DOI - a BUOI?
● Forced choice? Either validatability OR meaning ?
● A new PID – a BUOI (Better Unique Object Identifier)
Model:
Example (an expression of this presentation?):
● structured, contextual, modular, identifier
● validatabale as whole or in part (modules) in namespace(s)
● scalable? Object id with [A-Za-z0-9], 10 pos. = 6210 permutations
● Integrative? E.g. IGSN.NOT.IECUR0002.2005-03-31.gswa-library
Thank you!
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